TERM: Fall Term 2017
INSTRUCTOR Dr. Michael E. Gardiner
OFFICE: SSC 5424 (661-2111, ex. 85139; e-mail: megardin@uwo.ca)
CLASS TIME & LOCATION Mondays 1:30 - 4:30 pm (SSC 5406)
OFFICE HOURS: By Appointment

REQUIRED TEXTS
Custom Course Package (available from the UWO bookstore)

COURSE DESCRIPTION
The main theme of this course is the transformation that has occurred in social theory during the post-war era in Europe and North America. This period has been marked by the disintegration of such predominant institutionalized paradigms in social theory as functionalism and positivism, and their replacement by a plurality of alternative approaches, particularly those inspired by what has come to be known as postmodernism. The result of this transformation has been a shift away from the scientific and functionalist analysis of social structure or institutions towards the interpretive exploration of such phenomena as language and cultural forms, gender oppression and the body, ethics and ‘micro-politics’. The merits of this ‘postmodern turn’, and the prospects for future social theory, will constitute the central focus of this course.

REQUIREMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS
This course is seminar-based, and hence reading and writing intensive. The required readings are intended to give students as broad a comprehension of the key debates and issues in each area of social theory as possible. Each student will be expected to give one oral presentation based on class readings (whenever possible on primary texts), and submit in written form a week after the presentation (2000-2200 words; 8-10 pages, double-spaced, 12-scale font), worth 25% of the final grade. Students will also be expected to write one term paper (20-25 pages, 5-6000 words, double-spaced, 12-scale font), worth 60% of the total grade, which will be due Friday 15th Dec. by 12 noon. Students are advised to develop a term paper outline by around mid-term and discuss it with the instructor. The remaining 15% is awarded for class participation. (Students missing more than three seminars without legitimate and documentable reason run the risk of failing the course outright.) All papers submitted may be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to licensing agreement, currently between the University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com (http://www.turnitin.com). (The only acceptable excuses for missed deadlines will be for documented medical reasons or family bereavement/illness; late papers will otherwise be docked 5% per day.)

GRADE BREAKDOWN:
Oral presentation: 25%
Participation: 15%
Final paper: 60%
Total: 100%
Reading Schedule

Sept. 11th - Orientation

Sept. 18th - The Legacy of Classical Theory

Sept. 25th - Rethinking the Classical Tradition
CK, Chaps. 5-7 (67-114); C. W. Mills, ‘The Promise’ (CCP, 1-12).

Oct. 2nd - Critical theory I: Habermas & Hall

Oct. 9 – Thanksgiving & Reading Week – no classes

Oct. 16th - Critical Theory II: Giddens & Bourdieu
CK, Chap. 10 (140-53); Giddens, ‘The Emergence of Life-Politics’, (CCP, 45-59); Bourdieu, ‘The Practice of Reflexive Sociology’ (CCP, 61-82).

Oct. 23rd - Poststructuralism: Lyotard & Foucault
CK, Chaps. 11-12 (157-87); Lyotard, ‘The Postmodern Condition’ (CCP, 83-93); Foucault, ‘Truth and Power’ (CCP, 95-107).

Oct. 30th - The Sociology of Postmodernism: Bauman
CK, Chap. 13 (188-99); Bauman, ‘Is There a Postmodern Sociology?’ (CCP, 109-119); Bauman, ‘Sociology, Postmodernity and Exile: An Interview with Zygmunt Bauman’ (CCP, 121-33).

Nov. 6th - Identity Theory I: Feminism

Nov. 13th – Instructor Absence – no classes

Nov. 20th - Identity Theory II: Multiculturalism & Queer theory

Nov. 27th - Colonialism, Empire, Nation

Dec. 4th - The Future of Social Theory
Frank, ‘What Is Dialogical Research, and Why Should We Do It?’ (PDF); Matthewman and Hoey, ‘What Happened to Postmodernism?’ (PDF); John Urry, ‘Mobile Sociology’ (PDF).

BIBIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

CCP:


**PDFs (OWL CT):**


COURSE OUTCOMES

*If you attend to your responsibilities in this course, you will be able to do the following:

*Understand some of the key theoretical texts in sociology and how they influence the sociological work we do.

*Develop clear, well-thought, and increasingly sophisticated responses to questions posed about contemporary society.

*Display facility in and fluency with core sociological concepts and utilize them in the development of oral and written arguments.

*Demonstrate an understanding of the ways in which theory is constructed and the role it plays in the research process.

*Understand the important distinction to be made between statements of fact (‘is’ statements) and statements of value (‘ought’ statements) when comprehending and evaluating the relationship between individuals and the social worlds which they live.

IMPORTANT POLICIES

Laptop Policy

The use of laptops and similar devices (tablet computers, smart phones) is not allowed, and must be switched off and stored under the table during the seminar.

Note on Plagiarism:

In writing scholarly papers, you must keep firmly in mind the need to avoid plagiarism. Plagiarism is the unacknowledged borrowing of another writer’s words or ideas. Different forms of writing require different forms of acknowledgement. The following rules pertain to the acknowledgements necessary in academic papers.

A. You are plagiarizing if you use a sequence of words, a sentence or a paragraph taken from other writers without acknowledging them to be theirs. In using another writer’s words, you MUST both place the words in quotation marks and acknowledge that the words are those of another writer. In acknowledging a source from which a quote has been taken, you are to use the Style Guide recommended by your professor.

B. In adopting other writers’ ideas, you must acknowledge that they are theirs.

You are plagiarizing if you adopt, summarize, or paraphrase other writers’ trains of argument, ideas or sequences of ideas without acknowledging their authorship according to the method of acknowledgement given in “A” above. Since the words are your own they need not be enclosed in quotation marks. Be certain, however, that the words you use are entirely your own: where you must use words or phrases from your source, these should be enclosed in quotation marks, as in “A” above.

Clearly, it is possible for you to formulate arguments or ideas independently of another writer who has expounded the same ideas, and whom you have not read. Where you got your ideas is the important consideration here. Do not be afraid to present an argument or idea without acknowledgement to another writer, if you have arrived at it entirely independently. Acknowledge it if you have derived it from a source outside your own thinking on the subject.

In short, use of acknowledgement and, when necessary, quotation marks if necessary to distinguish clearly between what is yours and what is not. Since the rules have been explained to you, if you fail to make this distinction, your instructor very likely will do so for you, and they will be forced to regard your omission as intentional literary theft. Plagiarism is a serious offence which may result in a student’s receiving an “F” in a course or, in extreme cases, in their suspension from the University.

Plagiarism Checking

All required papers may be subject to submission for textual similarity review to the commercial plagiarism detection software under license to the University for the detection of plagiarism. All papers submitted will be included as source documents in the reference database for the purpose of detecting plagiarism of papers subsequently submitted to the system. Use of the service is subject to the licensing agreement, currently between The University of Western Ontario and Turnitin.com: http://www.turnitin.com
Scholastic Offences

Scholastic offences are taken seriously and students are directed to read the appropriate policy, specifically, the definition of what constitutes a Scholastic Offence, at the following web site:
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/academic_policies/appeals/scholastic_discipline_grad.pdf

Accommodation

Only in exceptional circumstances may a student be provided special accommodation in the completion of a course requirement (i.e., exams, papers). To request a one-time accommodation (brief illness, family emergency), the student should inform the professor when they are able so accommodation can be made. Accommodation for an ongoing disability may be requested through Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD) at Western. SSD is a confidential service, working with students and their programs, normally their graduate chair, to ensure that appropriate academic accommodations to program requirements are arranged. The following website provides further information - http://grad.uwo.ca/current_students/regulations/14.html Students are encouraged to consult the program graduate chair (Professor Kim Shuey) if they would like to discuss whether this option would be appropriate for their situation.

Completion of Course Requirements

Course requirements must be completed by the end of the term in which the course is offered (Fall-December 31; Winter-April 30, Summer-August 31). Only in exceptional circumstances may a student take additional time to complete the course requirements. In such a case, the student must first meet with the Graduate Chair to request permission to carry the incomplete. Medical documentation, where required, will be kept on file in the Sociology graduate program office. More details regarding incompletes are outlined in the Graduate Handbook:
http://www.sociology.uwo.ca/graduate_handbook/course_information.html

Mental Health

Students who are in emotional/mental distress should refer to Health and Wellness Western for a complete list of options to obtain help: http://uwo.ca/health/mental_wellbeing/

Health and Wellness

As part of a successful graduate student experience at Western, we encourage students to make their health and wellness a priority. Students seeking help regarding mental health concerns are advised to speak to someone they feel comfortable confiding in, such as their faculty supervisor, their program director (graduate chair), or other relevant administrators in their unit. The Wellness Education Centre (lower level UCC) assists students in finding mental health and other related resources best suited to their needs: http://se.uwo.ca/wec.html Western’s School of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies’ Living Well website provides tips for thriving at grad school and other helpful information: http://grad.uwo.ca/current_students/living_well/index.html

Western provides several on-campus health-related services to help you achieve optimum health and engage in healthy living while pursuing your graduate degree. For example, to support physical activity, all students, as part of their registration, receive membership in Western’s Campus Recreation Centre: http://www.westernmustangs.ca/index.aspx?path=ims# Numerous cultural events are offered throughout the year. Also, we encourage you to check out the Faculty of Music web page http://www.music.uwo.ca/, and our own McIntosh Gallery http://www.mcintoshgallery.ca/.